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Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is an imaging technique based on the
radio reflectivity of the target being imaged. SAR instruments offer many
advantages over optical imaging due to the ability to form coherent images
in inclement weather, at night, and through ground cover. High resolution
is achieved in azimuth through a synthesized aperture much larger than the
physical antenna of the imaging device. Consequently, proper focusing requires
accurate information about the relative motion between the antenna phase
center and the scene. Any unknown target velocity, acceleration, rotation, or
vibration will introduce errors in the image.
This work addresses a novel method of focusing a moving target in a
SAR image through the estimation of various motion parameters. The target
azimuth position is determined through monopulse radar, at which point range
velocity and acceleration are estimated across a series of overlapping sub-
apertures. Cross-range velocity is then estimated through a search to optimize
viii
an image quality metric such as entropy or contrast. A final focused image is
then generated based on this velocity vector. Methods of extending this work
for a single phase center system are considered.
This technique is demonstrated with real radar data from an experi-
mental system, and the performance of this technique is compared both subjec-
tively and with a variety of image metrics to the MITRE keystone technique.
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SAR imaging technology has many advantages over conventional opti-
cal imaging. However, SAR imaging techniques rely on accurate information
about the relative motion between the sensor and the object being imaged.
SAR imaging techniques perform poorly in the presence of moving targets as
the relative motion between the sensor and target is unknown.
Not all radar techniques share this shortfall. Research in the moni-
toring of enemy ground force movement through ground moving target in-
dicator (GMTI) radar has been ongoing since at least as early as 1958 (i.e.
Project Peek [19]). This research continues through such programs as the
Joint Surveillance and Target Attack System (JointSTARS) [16] and General
Atomic’s Lynx radar (designed by Sandia National Labs) [48]. GMTI systems
employ automated algorithms that can determine a ground moving target’s
location, velocity, and, through radar cross section (RCS), target type. Many
radars offer joint SAR and GMTI modes, and can overlay target information
on a high resolution SAR image through the use of interleaved SAR and GMTI
collections. However, traditional GMTI lacks the ability to provide a focused
image of a moving target.
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An area of active interest is the development of algorithms that can
detect moving targets, extract target motion information, and focus and locate
a target in a high resolution image without a priori knowledge of target motion
(for instance, without the aid of a separate GMTI mode). This is typically
referred to as inverse SAR or SAR-GMTI. A successful SAR-GMTI algorithm
would have several benefits over interleaved SAR and GMTI collections - it
would provide a focused image as well as a target velocity vector, and would
simplify radar design and operation by allowing one mode of operation.
This research aims to develop enhanced ISAR moving target algorithms
that can focus and locate one or more moving targets over a stationary back-
ground.
1.1 Related work
The effects of target motion on SAR imagery, along with two methods
to detect moving targets, were first discussed by Raney [35]. There are a
number of techniques in the literature that attempt to detect, focus, or locate
moving targets.
Werness et al. [50, 51] describes a method for focusing moving targets
in SAR images given the presence of a suitable number of prominent points.
Similar prominent point processing methods had previously been applied to
ISAR images [43]. By tracking these points across the aperture of the SAR
collection, estimates of the various error-movements of the target (including
translational, rotational) can be generated. The prominent points are tracked
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across an aperture in the range-compressed domain. This is a multiple stage
algorithm: in the first stage the first prominent point is used to estimate
translational motion. A correction is applied to the image, and the second
prominent point is used to estimate any non-uniform rotation of the target.
Finally, a third prominent point is used to estimate the rotational scale factor.
While this approach has admirable results for simulated multi-point
targets, there are several clear limitations. The primary limitation is its de-
pendence on prominent points. These prominent points have to be separa-
ble from other prominent points, other energy returned from the target, and
background clutter across the entire image. Wernes et al. outline a method of
space-invariant pre-focusing that enhances the signal-to-background ratio. As
the tracks of prominent points will cross in even simple target examples, it is
necessary to have a human operator separate out the points using interactive
graphics routines.
A second class of techniques is based upon joint time-frequency trans-
forms. In traditional synthetic aperture radar imaging, the phase history col-
lected from the target returns, although indexed in slow and fast time, are
simply samples of the target’s spatial reflectivity in the frequency domain.
The target is localized in the time (spatial) domain, and spread out in the
frequency domain. In moving targets this is no longer true – targets are not
localized in the spatial domain but rather have energy that is spread out in
both the spatial and frequency domains.
In recent years a number of joint time–frequency distributions have
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been developed in an attempt to improve the analysis of signals that, like
moving targets in SAR images, have energy that is not localized in either time
or frequency but may be localized in a combination of both [10, 24]. These
include the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT), the Gabor Transform,
and the Wigner-Ville Transform/Distribution (WVD). The STFT and the
Gabor transform (which is essentially a windowed STFT) are limited by the
uncertainty principle, which states that a signal cannot be localized in both
time and frequency simultaneously. The WVD transform provides optimal
signal localization but is bilinear – meaning that multiple signals will result in
cross-terms. This characteristic is detrimental to its ability to handle multiple
moving targets.
Barbarossa and Farina first proposed using the Wigner–Ville distribu-
tion to examine moving targets in SAR images [2]. One of their chief obser-
vations was that while a moving target may have a large bandwidth when
examined over the entirety of the collection, its instantaneous bandwidth is
proportional to object size. Subsequently, this technique has been adopted by
a number of researchers and well covered in the literature [3, 8]. Chen and
Ling’s book [9] provides an overview of time-frequency transforms and their
application to radar, including ISAR and moving targets in SAR.
While this approach is very promising, there are several practical issues
with the implementation of most joint time-frequency techniques including
having to deal with cross terms. In several of these techniques the Wigner-
Ville distribution is performed only on the range bin with the highest overall
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energy from the target return. A typical moving target may encompass many
range bins, and thus only a small portion of the overall target energy will be
used in the estimation of target motion.
One recent technique, MITRE keystone remapping, can remove the ef-
fects of linear range migration through a scaling of slow time [34]. The keystone
remapping technique is innovative in that it does not require the estimation
of target motion parameters nor the tracking of individual targets during a
collection; but rather simply applying a correction to the image that is based
entirely on known parameters of the radar collection. The effects of additional
components of motion are not addressed, and further processing is required
to detect, fully focus, and localize moving targets in a scene. An extension of
the MITRE keystone technique that uses multiple centers to localize targets
has been developed [37]. This technique can be used to increase target SNR
before detection prior to applying a different SAR-GMTI method.
In both the prominent point and joint time-frequency methods there
is no attempt to locate the target in the scene. Neither the prominent point,
joint time-frequency, or the MITRE keystone methods provide an estimate
of the target’s velocity vector. The prominent point and MITRE keystone
processing technique both introduce skewing of the moving target.
The approach presented is unique as it treats target focusing and lo-
calization as coupled problems. It focuses, locates, and provides a velocity
vector for each target. This technique does not rely on specific target features
such as prominent points that may not exist on realistic targets. It is not
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seriously affected by cross terms that occur between multiple targets. It also
does not neglect range acceleration, a term which is shown to be a significant
contributor to phase error.
1.2 Thesis Outline and Contributions
The primary contribution of this thesis is the development of a novel
method to focus, locate, and estimate velocity for a moving target. This
method is demonstrated with real SAR data collected from an experimental
Ka-band system and simulated X-band SAR data.
1.2.1 Chapter 2: Development of a mathematical framework for
moving targets in SAR
The general effects of linear components of velocity on target motion
are well known. However, the literature does not provide a model with enough
detail to estimate components of velocity from measured phase errors. In order
to use these effects of motion to estimate, a more detailed model of phase
errors needs to be developed. A vector model of SAR geometry is developed
and the effects of various components of velocity, including non-linear effects
of motion, is derived for both traditional polar formatted SAR images and
MITRE keystone formatted images.
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1.2.2 Chapter 3: A novel method to focus, locate, and estimate
velocity for a moving target
The derivation in chapter 2 provided a key insight into phase error
induced by SAR motion: there are two sets of coupled terms in a moving tar-
get. The first is azimuth position and range velocity, and the second azimuth
velocity and range acceleration. This novel technique uses the true azimuth
position of the target from monopulse to determine the amount of range veloc-
ity induced azimuth shift and estimate range velocity. A series of overlapping
sub-apertures is used to estimate range acceleration, at which point the az-
imuth velocity can be estimated through a search to maximum contrast. The
approximations for motion induced phase error are most accurate near the
scene center. Because of this range velocity is estimated iteratively until the
target position converges to the scene center. The proposed method is demon-
strated using aliased and non-aliased targets from an experimental Ka-Band
system.
1.2.3 Chapter 4: Detection of a moving target using a single phase
center
Traditionally, most detection techniques for moving targets have relied
on information from multiple phase centers. Many techniques to detect moving
targets using only one phase center focus on targets that have shifted into the
exo-clutter region of the image. There are also a variety of techniques that
rely on an exhaustive search of target position and velocity. These methods
are typically restricted to targets with linear motion as the state space of
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possible velocities otherwise becomes too large to be practically searched. A
different set of techniques measures phase error. The problem with these
techniques is that a uniform background can generate a large phase error.
Fienup [18] proposed a method that detect targets by their induced phase error
but requires an increase in sharpness. This chapter presents an extension of his
technique that uses the MITRE keystone method to improve performance and
allows the detection of targets in both endo and exo-clutter as well as targets
that have aliased. The proposed technique is demonstrated with simulated
radar data.
1.2.4 Chapter 5: Knowledge-based focusing of a moving target
This chapter describes the azimuth position uncertainty problem, the
inability to determine the true azimuth position of a moving target with a
single phase center. The use of a priori knowledge of the scene and target
can be used to determine its position. The use of micro-Doppler to determine
target orientation is also discussed. A synthetic moving target is focused using
knowledge of the road system.
1.2.5 Chapter 6: Summary and future work
The important findings of the thesis are highlighted, and possibilities
for future research are discussed. Methods to further validate the method
using additional radar collections are reviewed.
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Chapter 2
Development of a mathematical framework for
moving targets in SAR
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is a technique that forms coherent im-
ages of objects based on their radio reflectivity. Fine resolution is achieved
in range through signal bandwidth (most often through the use of a chirped
pulse), and in azimuth through the synthesis of a synthetic aperture much
larger than the physical antenna of the imaging device. For background the
reader is referred to one of many descriptions of SAR in the open literature
[7, 47] where the governing equations are derived in detail.
However, in this chapter several of the fundamental equations of SAR
are reviewed in order to examine the changes introduced by the presence of
moving targets. Several aspects of moving targets are made more clear through
a re–factoring of the traditional derivation of SAR.
First, a simplified vector geometry is assumed based on a broadside col-
lection. The target is assumed to be located near the scene center and motion
terms that do not fall in the slant plane are ignored. The phase error terms
that are caused by range velocity, range acceleration, and azimuth velocity are
then examined. Range acceleration is considered while azimuth acceleration
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is ignored as the SAR instrument is much more sensitive to motion in range.
Successful formation of a SAR image of a moving target involves de-
tecting, focusing, and localization of a target within a stationary SAR scene.
Current research in target tracking and motion estimation, as well as existing
techniques for performing SAR imaging of moving targets, are reviewed.
2.1 Radar Targets
Complex radar objects such as a typical ground vehicle are composed of
many individual elemental scatterers whose returns are interfering construc-
tively and destructively. The radar returns of these complex objects thus
vary with the aspect ratio between the target and the antenna phase center.
This behavior is also seen when imaging rough surfaces where it is known as
speckle. It is common to describe these targets in terms of their probability
density function (PDF) of their radar cross section σ. This σ can vary, or fluc-
tuate, rapidly as the aspect ratio between the target and the antenna phase
center changes (as a result of motion from either the antenna phase center or
motion from the target itself.
Peter Swerling of the RAND Corporation first characterized complex
targets in terms of a statistical scattering model in the early 1950s [44–46].
Swerling described four cases of fluctuating targets which are now commonly
known as model Swerling I-Swerling IV. Their distributions can be described
10











, 0 ≤ σ (2.1)
Setting k = 1 reduces (2.1) to a Rayleigh or exponential PDF. This is the
model used for Swerling I and Swerling II targets. Swerling I targets fluc-
tuate scan-to-scan but are constant from pulse-to-pulse. Swerling II models
fluctuate pulse-to-pulse. A target with a dominant constant component and
a Rayleigh-distributed random component is modeled by setting k = 2. This
distribution is used for Swerling III and Swerling IV targets. Swerling III tar-
gets fluctuate scan-to-scan but are constant from pulse-to-pulse. Swerling IV
models fluctuate pulse-to-pulse.
There are a variety of other PDFs that can be used to describe the
returns from complex targets. For a moving target the model will probably
be somewhere between a Swerling III and a Swerling IV. The return from
the target may not vary with every pulse, but will change over the course of
the coherent processing interval. The specific PDF used to model a moving
target is not as important as the concept that the return will change over the
collection. The probability of detection will be less for a fluctuating target than
that of a non-fluctuating target with the same average power. This behavior
is known as fluctuation loss.
Radar cross section σ distributions from ground moving targets is a
common area of research. Palubinskas et. al recently published a series of
studies examining σ from passenger vehicles given a variety of radar look direc-
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tions, incidence angles, and vehicle orientations from an X-band experimental
airborne SAR system [32, 33].
2.2 SAR Fundamentals
A typical spotlight mode SAR flight geometry is shown in figure 2.1. A
SAR instrument is mounted on an aircraft that is flying along a straight path.
The SAR antenna is pointed at an area to the right of the flight path on the
ground plane. As the aircraft flies along its flight path the SAR antenna is
steered to keep it pointing at the same target patch. During this time the SAR
instrument periodically sends out radio–frequency (RF) pulses that illuminate
the target patch and are reflected back to the SAR instrument where they are
sampled.
In SAR processing it is typical to distinguish between fast time t (the
time within a single radar pulse) and slow time τ (time within the entire
synthetic aperture). For the purpose of these derivations, the positions of
both the target and of the antenna phase centers are considered to be fixed
within a single transmitted pulse. This requires that the velocities of either will
not be great enough to move the target a significant portion of a wavelength
in range (λ/10) over the duration of the transmitted pulse. This is often, but
not always, the case for moving targets; and if this restraint is violated it will
induce additional errors in the SAR image that will need to be compensated
for.
Most SAR image formation algorithms can be thought of as performing
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a matched filter operation to positions in the scene image. All efficient image
formation algorithms depend on approximations of the SAR governing equa-
tions. The quality of the final image will be dependent on the accuracy of the
approximation. Many of the assumptions made for processing stationary back-
grounds are not applicable for the imaging of moving targets, and because of
this is it necessary to reexamine the underlying equations and approximations.
For the purpose of this work, moving targets are assumed to be rigid
bodies that are composed of a large number of elemental point scatterers. Here
a framework for understanding the SAR imaging process is developed starting
from equations describing the return from a single elemental scatterer and
continuing through the 2D imaging process.
Figure 2.1: A typical spotlight mode SAR image collect
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Figure 2.2: Vector definition of target geometry
2.3 Definition of a SAR Geometry
Figure 2.3 shows a model for a Spotlight mode SAR collection. The
geometry is defined based on a scene center point – this is the point at which
the imaging device remains focused for the duration of the radar flight. The
location of the antenna phase center with respect to this scene center point
is defined as the vector ~rc = rc,xx̂ + rc,yŷ + rc,z ẑ. The location of the moving
target with respect to the scene center point is defined as ~s = sxx̂ + syŷ + sz ẑ.
Finally, the location of the moving target with respect to the antenna phase
center is defined as ~rs = ~s− ~rc.
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2.3.1 Approximation of range to target
















































































From the assumption that s  rc it follows that s/rc  1 and s2/rc2 and






= rc − ~sr̂c
= rc − proj~rc (~s) (2.4)
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2.3.2 Approximation of target phase
Equation (2.4) and (A.10) can be combined to get an approximation of
the target phase after the deramping.
∆r = rc − rs
= rc − [rc − ~sr̂c]
= ~sr̂c (2.5)
Φderamp (t) = −2k∆r
= −2k~sr̂c (2.6)
The effects of motion in SAR images can now be derived from the approxima-
tion given in equation 2.6.
2.4 The effects of motion on SAR images
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This can be simplified via a Taylor expansion about τ = 0:
~sr̂c = ~sr̂c|τ=0 + τ
∂
∂τ
~sr̂c|τ=0 + τ 2
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∂τ 2
~sr̂c|τ=0 + H.O.T. (2.8)
where:
~sr̂c|τ=0 = rc,yŷ −
√
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(rc,y + syŷ) + sxx̂2 term is the range to the target at the center of the
aperture. This can be approximated with a binomial expansion as:√
(rc,y + syŷ) + sxx̂2 ≈ rc,yŷ + syŷ (2.12)
Applying this simplification to the Taylor series terms yields:
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This yields an approximation of ~sr̂c as:
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τ 2 − arτ (2.16)
At this point the effect of the various components of velocity can be considered.














2.4.1 Range Velocity Phase
The phase component due to range velocity is found to be:





















The primary effect of range velocity is a shift in the target’s azimuth position
(Fig. 2.3):
φ (f + f0, τ) = −2kvrτ (2.19)
If the range velocity is sufficiently enough, the shift in the target energy will
cause the target energy to alias. The velocity at which the target will alias






If the pulse repetition frequency is increased beyond what is required for a
normal SAR collection, a portion of the range-Doppler domain will be clutter
free. This is known as the exo-clutter region, while the portion of the range-
Doppler domain containing returns from ground clutter is known as the endo-
clutter region. It is desirable to have a radar collection where there is a large
exo-clutter region as this will increase the chance that a target is detected and
its phase separated from background. The minimum range velocity required
to shift a moving target into the exo-clutter region is the Valias velocity with
the PRF set to the minimum required to sample the return from the ground
clutter. From the Nyquist sampling theorem this minimum sampling frequency
must be twice the significant azimuth signal bandwidth. Assuming uniform
illumination of the scene this is given as [11]:




θBW = 0.886λ/La (2.22)
where θs is the squint angle, θBW is the 3-dB width of the radar beam, and
La is the length of the antenna. As ∆fdop is the 3dB bandwidth there will
be some significant clutter energy that extends past this point. The factor by
which the clutter extends beyond the 3-dB point is known as Kexoclutter and is
typically around 3 [14]. The minimum range velocity that will shift a moving






Combing this constraint and (2.20) means that the target range velocity must
fit the following constraint to fall in the exo-clutter region of the image:
Vexoclutter < (vr mod Valias) < Valias (2.24)
There is also a quadratic phase component:









as well as a range walk component:












2.4.2 Cross-range velocity phase
Cross-range (or azimuth) velocity primarily causes a quadratic phase
error (Fig. 2.4). The phase component due to cross-range velocity is:
φ (f + f0, τ)vr = −2k
[









Near the scene center sxx̂  (rc,yŷ + syŷ) and this can be approximated as:
φ (f + f0, τ)va = 2k
[
(v2a − 2vavp)
















This has a quadratic phase component:









as well as a range walk component:













2.4.3 Range acceleration phase
Range acceleration, like cross-range velocity, mainly causes a quadratic
phase error. The phase component due to range acceleration is:














As with cross-range velocity this has a quadratic phase component:







As well as a range walk component:











At this point it is useful to consider the relationship between phase error
induced by azimuth velocity and that introduced through range acceleration.





For the real SAR data used in this thesis vp = 48.3m/s and rc,y +sy ≈ 3800m.
A range acceleration of only 0.0252m/s2 will have the same phase error as 1m/s
of azimuth velocity. For the simulated data used in this thesis vp = 500m/s
and rc,y + sy ≈ 30000m. A range acceleration of 0.653m/s2 (Fig. 2.5) will
have approximately the same phase error as 20m/s of azimuth velocity (Fig.
2.4).
An accurate velocity vector can not be estimated if range acceleration
is ignored.
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2.4.4 Cross-range acceleration and other motion errors
It is common in SAR-GMTI to assume linear target motion [29, 54]. A
linear motion model is not adequate as the phase error due to range accel-
eration can be a significant. The motion model used here, while it does not
encompass all possible target motion, appears to be detailed enough to esti-
mate target location and velocity as seen in chapter 3. There are additional
motion components that may contribute to phase error. One such compo-
nent is cross-range acceleration, although it is not nearly as significant as the
terms previously considered (Fig. 2.6). In general there is a trend that can
be observed between range and cross range phase contributions. Range veloc-
ity and cross-range position, range acceleration and cross-range velocity, and
range jerk and cross-range acceleration (Fig. 2.6 and 2.7) cause similar motion
errors. Vibration and rotation can also cause significant phase errors. Rota-
tion can be thought of as half of the target moving toward the antenna phase
center while the other half moves away, while vibration causes the target to
alternatively accelerate toward and away from the antenna phase center.
2.5 The MITRE keystone technique
Perry et al. developed a method known as keystone remapping that can
be used to partially focus moving targets by decoupling linear range migration
[34] from slow time. It is based on the observation that Doppler scales with
frequency [15]. This technique is innovative in that it does not require the
estimation of target motion parameters nor the tracking of individual targets
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during a collection; but rather simply applying a correction to the image that
is based entirely on known parameters of the radar collection. By decoupling
linear range from slow time this technique removes a moving target’s range
migration and the blurring caused by this motion. Further processing is clearly
required to detect, fully focus, and localize moving targets in a scene; however
this technique can make this process more feasible as partially focusing a target
will increase its signal to clutter ratio.
Their keystone method is derived here based on the nomenclature devel-
oped above. This derivation is based on phase returns not motion compensated
to a point to aid in the clarity of the presentation, however, this technique is
typically applied to deramped data.
First, the equation for a target return developed in (A.11) is down
converted:






























Next, a fourier transform in fast time t is performed on the down converted
signal:



































Now by defining the function p (t) as:





Equation (2.36) can be rewritten as:
















(f0 + f) d (τ)
]
Performing a MacLaurin expansion on d (τ) yields:
d (τ) = d (0) + ḋ (0) τ + φ (2.39)
φ (τ) = d̈ (0) τ 2 +
...
d (0) τ
3 + · · · (2.40)
Substituting (2.39) in (2.38) yields






d (0) + ḋ (0) τ + φ
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(2.41)





substituting (2.42) into (2.41) yields a phase return with linear range decoupled
from slow time:















Through the application of a Taylor series expansion the transformation of
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)
= f0 − f (2.44)
This approximation can be used to examine the effects of the MITRE keystone
technique on phase errors induced on various components of velocity.
2.5.1 Range velocity phase
The phase component due to range velocity is:
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v2r
2 (rc,yŷ + syŷ)
τ́ 2 by (2.44)
(2.45)
As with polar formatting, the primary effect of range velocity is a shift in the
azimuth position of the target:
φ (f + f0, τ́) = −2k0vrτ́ (2.46)
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along with a quadratic phase component:










and a range walk component:










2.5.2 Cross-range velocity phase
The phase component due to cross-range velocity phase near the scene
center is:
φ (f + f0, τ́)va = 2k
[
(v2a − 2vavp)
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This has a quadratic phase component:










as well as a range walk component:











2.5.3 Range acceleration phase
Range acceleration induced phase is given as:
































2 by (2.44) (2.52)
again this has a quadratic phase component:








as well as a range walk component:









This chapter reviewed several fundamental principles of SAR related
to imaging a moving target. The phase errors induced by various components
of target motion were derived for both polar formatted and MITRE keystone
formatted data. It was shown that the primary contribution of range velocity
is a shift in the cross-range or azimuth position of a target. The primary
contribution of cross-range velocity was shown to be a quadratic phase error
along with range walk. Range acceleration was similarly shown to induce
quadratic phase error and range walk. It was shown that the MITRE keystone
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method removes the effects of linear range motion. The exact amount of cross-
range shift induced by range velocity for a target located near the scene center
was quantified. The next chapter will build upon the derivations from this
chapter to develop a novel method to focus, locate, and estimate velocity





















































































Figure 2.4: An endo-clutter SAR scene with a simulated moving point target.
The target is initially located 20m in cross-range (azimuth) from the origin
with a cross-range velocity of 5 m/s.
Figure 2.5: An endo-clutter SAR scene with a simulated moving point target.
The target is initially located 40m in cross-range (azimuth) from the origin
with a range acceleration of 0.653 m/s2.
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Figure 2.6: An endo-clutter SAR scene with a simulated moving point target.
The target is initially located at the origin with a cross-range acceleration of
1 m/s2.
Figure 2.7: An endo-clutter SAR scene with a simulated moving point target.
The target is initially located at the origin with a range jerk of 0.0333 m/s3.
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Chapter 3
A novel method to focus, locate, and estimate
velocity for a moving target
Target motion causes both blurring of the target and a displacement
of the target energy in a focused SAR image. The true location of targets
can be estimated through angle-of-arrival measurements (using either along
track interferometry or monopulse). This approach begins with a thorough re–
examination of the effects of target motion on SAR imaging to determine what
information can be gained by treating focusing and localization as coupled
problems.
This approach is not limited to broadside mode collections or to focus-
ing and locating targets near the scene center. Non-broadside collections can
be converted to a broadside near equivalent through the application of the
appropriate phase correction and targets are motion compensated to the scene
center before estimates of target motion are made.
The three major errors that need to be corrected in a SAR image of
a moving target have been shown to be translation due to range velocity,
quadratic phase error due to azimuth velocity, and quadratic phase error due to
range acceleration. Range velocity induced quadratic phase error also becomes
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significant if vr is not significantly less than vp. All three components of
velocity introduce a range walk, however, for a typical SAR geometry and
vehicle velocities this will not be significant.
This approach was motivated by the observation that there are two
major challenges in focusing a moving target in a SAR image. The first is
decoupling the phase contributions caused by the target azimuth position from
those induced by the target range velocity. This is accomplished by locating
a target position in azimuth through the use of multiple phase centers. Here
monopulse is used, however, this would also be possible through along–track
interferometry. The second is decoupling the phase contributions from a target
range acceleration and azimuth velocity. This is done by estimating target
range velocity along a series of overlapping sub-apertures and then using linear
least squared estimation to determine the target range acceleration. The phase
errors remaining (at least those remaining from the translational motion of
the target) are a result of the target azimuth velocity. This is determined
by performing a search over possible azimuth velocities and evaluating target
focus via an image quality metric.
First, a SAR image is formed of the scene containing moving targets.
Possible targets identified through a combination of amplitude thresholding
and deviation in the monopulse ratio. If the targets fall in the exo-clutter
region of the image this detection is trivial. If targets are in the endo-clutter
region some form of clutter cancellation might need to be applied prior to de-
tection. There are other potential methods of identifying moving targets such
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as through focusing [34]. A high false alarm rate in this initial identification is
acceptable as one benefit of this new method is the ability to screen out false
positives; if there is not a sufficient improvement in focus after processing it is
unlikely to be a moving target.
3.1 Estimating true azimuth position through monopulse
Monopulse, as defined in the IEEE Standard on Radar Definitions, is
“a radar technique in which information concerning the angular location of
a source or target is obtained by comparison of signals received in two or
more simultaneous antenna beams” [22]. An excellent treatise on the theory
and history of monopulse radars is available in the book from Sherman [38].
There are two types of monopulse systems: amplitude-comparison monopulse,
where multiple horn antennas are bundled in a parabolic reflector, and phase-
comparison monopulse, where multiple antennas are separated by a baseline
[36]. The separate channels in a monopulse system are not sampled directly.
Instead a single sum signal (Σ) composed of the combined returns from all
channels, and multiple difference signals (∆) are sampled. The number of
difference signals will vary with the number of phase channels in the monopulse
system. The system used here has two phase centers and a single ∆ channel.







exp j (φ∆ − φΣ) (3.1)
The monopulse ratio varies with angle of arrival to target. For this
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approach the ratio is calculated directly from the data for each coherent pro-
cessing interval. The monopulse ratio is first measured over a 100 range bin
segment of the image. This measured monopulse ratio is modeled with a 5th
degree polynomial. A monopulse ratio for each target is then calculated from
the mean of the monopulse ratio of each target pixel. This target MPR is
mapped unto angle of arrival through the MPR polynomial, yielding an esti-
mate of the actual azimuth position of the target.
3.2 Determining range velocity and acceleration through
target shift
An approximate location of the moving target in the image is found
through the detection process. The position of the target energy is estimated
in the SAR image through a center of mass calculation on image intensity. This
yields an estimate of the range position of the target and an azimuth position
that is a result of both the actual azimuth position of the target and a shift
caused by the target range velocity. This is combined with the estimate of
the actual azimuth position from monopulse to yield an estimate of the target
range velocity.
The target is focused using the MITRE keystone algorithm with differ-
ent fold factors as the target range velocity may have been sufficient to cause
the target energy to alias. The target focus with each fold factor is measured
with an image quality metric (the C2 measure of contrast shown in (3.4) is
used). This provides an estimate of target range velocity to within a range of
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±PRF (λ) /4.
The target range velocity is estimated across a series of overlapped sub-
apertures. A range of sub-aperture sizes and number of total sub-apertures
were tried before settling on a sub-aperture size of 500 with 50 overlapping
sub-apertures. The optimal number and size of sub-apertures will vary with
the radar collection parameters.
Each sub-aperture is seeded with the range velocity estimate from the
previous sub-aperture (the initial sub-aperture is seeded with the range veloc-
ity estimate from the overall SAR image). A phase correction is then applied
to motion compensate the target to the scene center based on the estimated
position and range velocity of the target. An image is formed of the target
with a 2D FFT. The center of mass of the pixel intensity in the scene center is
calculated, a residual velocity error is determined, and the process is repeated
until the calculated center of mass is less than a predetermined epsilon from
the scene center. An epsilon of several thousandths of a pixel was found to
work well, and the target center of mass was found to converge within a few
iterations.
After the shift is measured over the series of overlapping sub-apertures,
a first (velocity and acceleration) or second (velocity, acceleration, and jerk)
order model is fitted to the measured velocities with linear least squared es-
timation (Fig. 3.1). The differential GPS data used for target velocity was
not sufficient to measure target acceleration. The only way to validate a mea-
sure of range acceleration is by examining target focus and the accuracy of
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Figure 3.1: Range velocity estimates for sub-apertures for a water truck moving
at 8.9m/s (20 mi/h)
the azimuth velocity with and without compensating for range acceleration.
The estimates of azimuth velocity were improved when range acceleration was
modeled (Table 3.1).
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3.3 Azimuth velocity via search
Azimuth velocity is estimated by searching over possible azimuth ve-
locities and measuring focus using an image metric. There are several image
metrics that are well suited for determining the focus of a SAR target. Im-
age metrics such as entropy [53] and contrast [5] have been widely used in
autofocus techniques, including those for ISAR imaging [5]. The first metric




P (i) ln P (i) (3.2)
where P (·) is the power density function of the signal. To calculate this in an
image, the image is first scaled to L levels (0 to L− 1). The PDF of the signal
can be found by taking the L level histogram of the image and scaling it by
the pixel count.
The next metric considered is contrast. Two different measurements of
contrast were used from Berizzi and Corsini [5]. The first is the ratio of the
standard deviation to the mean of the amplitude:
C1 =
√
〈I(i, j)− 〈I(i, j)〉〉
〈I(i, j)〉
(3.3)








Finally, a measure of SNR defined as as the ratio of the amplitude of the peak













Figure 3.2: A search over azimuth velocity for maximum contrast using the
C2 (standard deviation over the mean of intensity) image quality metric
Searches using any of these four methods of image quality were suc-
cessful. The metrics were well behaved over the search domain and there was
no issue in converging to a specific velocity estimate (Fig. 3.2). The various
image metrics converge to slightly different velocity estimates on some tar-
gets, however, the differences were small enough as to be insignificant. The C2
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measure of contrast was picked as the function is typically slightly smoother
over the search domain than the other mentioned measures of image quality.
The C2 measure operates on image intensity rather than image amplitude and
as such is biased toward bright pixels. It is anticipated that this will yield a
better result as bright scatterers on the moving target, with higher SNR, are
emphasized.
After estimating azimuth velocity a polar formatted image is formed
with the position and a velocity vector estimate of the moving target.
3.4 Results
This technique was demonstrated with focused images of moving tar-
gets having both non-aliasing (2.2 m/s (5mi/h)) and aliasing (8.9 m/s (20mi/h))
velocities. Radar data was collected with two moving targets: a pickup truck
and a water truck. Images from both vehicles were presented at both veloci-
ties using both the MITRE keystone technique and this new approach. The
data is from a development radar system at Sandia. The image resolution was
limited to 12 inches. The MITRE keystone images are not localized and in the
focused images the targets appear at their original location in the scene. All
targets were motion compensated with this new method to the scene center
(that is, were motion compensated based on a new scene center point - the
estimated position of the target) and so these targets appear at the origin.
This technique was expected to have noticeably improved results over
the MITRE keystone technique in scenes where the target experiences sig-
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nificant azimuth velocity or range acceleration. This is because these two
components of motion are addressed while the MITRE technique only ad-
dresses linear range migration. This expected improvement was seen in the
pickup truck moving at 2.2 m/s (5mi/h). The most noticeable attribute of
the pickup truck is the bright return caused by the truck bed acting as a
corner reflector (Fig. 3.5 and 3.11). The second attribute is the two sets of
distinct micro-Doppler, corresponding to the two axles of the truck. These
micro-Doppler returns are expected to be in focus when the target is in focus.
The micro-Doppler is blurred but still distinct in the unfocused image of the
pickup truck moving at 2.2 m/s (5mi/h) (Fig. 3.3). However, it is not visible
in the unfocused image of the pickup truck moving at 8.9 m/s (20mi/h) (Fig.
3.9). Despite this the micro-Doppler is well focused in the MITRE keystone
focused pickup truck moving at 8.9 m/s (20mi/h) (Fig. 3.10), but blurred in
the MITRE keystone image of the pickup truck moving at 2.2 m/s (5mi/h)
(Fig. 3.4). The pickup truck at 2.2 m/s (5mi/h) has both a lower range and
azimuth velocity. This demonstrates the impact that range acceleration has
on focusing. The micro-Doppler is well focused in the images of the pickup
truck from the proposed method at both 2.2 m/s (5mi/h) (Fig. 3.5) and 8.9
m/s (20mi/h) (Fig. 3.11). As expected the period of the micro-Doppler is
approximately four times greater at the higher velocity.
This technique has the ability to separate range acceleration from az-
imuth velocity through the use of overlapping sub-apertures. The rate and
accuracy of the DGPS data used was not sufficient to provide target accelera-
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tion. Improved focus and increased accuracy of azimuth velocities are needed
to determine the legitimacy of the range acceleration estimates. Range ac-
celeration was noticed to have an impact on azimuth velocity estimates when
examining the images of the pickup truck. For the 2.2 m/s (5mi/h) case
neglecting range acceleration yields around 5 m/s of error in the azimuth ve-
locity estimate (Table 3.1). While estimating range acceleration consistently
yields a better estimate of azimuth velocity, there is still some residual error in
estimates of azimuth velocity that can be reduced with future improvements.
This new method is not dependent on specific target attributes such
as prominent points to focus an image. This technique is demonstrated on a
target (a water truck) lacking features that would enable focusing based on
prominent points. The primary physical attribute of the water truck is a large
metal cylinder. The water truck does not focus as well as the pickup truck
due to the scattering properties of this cylinder . However, the focused image
of the water truck was consistent between imaged scenes (Fig. 3.8 and 3.14).
The velocity estimates were as accurate as those found from the pickup truck.
This demonstrates the applicability of this method to targets with diverse
scattering characteristics. The velocity of the water truck moving at 2.2 m/s
(5 mi/h) is almost entirely in range. This causes a noticeable shift in target
location, but relatively little blurring (Fig. 3.6). The range velocity of the
water truck moving at 8.9 m/s (20 mi/h) shifted the target return close to the
edge of the exo-clutter region of the image (Fig. 3.12). The MITRE keystone
focused image of this target has an artifact that has occurred due to aliasing
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from the slow time re-sampling and the proximity of the target to the scene
edge (Fig. 3.13).
This proposed method outperforms the MITRE keystone technique
both subjectively and when measured with a variety of image metrics (en-
tropy, peak signal strength, two measures of contrast, and SNR) for all four
example targets (Table 3.2). The difference in performance is most noticeable
when the target has additional components of motion beyond linear range ve-
locity. When motion is limited to linear range velocity, such as the water truck
moving at 2.2m/s (5mi/h), the performance of the two techniques is similar.
A velocity vector is also provided for each target. The estimated velocity and
direction of vehicle motion corresponds well to measurements of vehicle motion
from differential GPS (Table 3.1).
The final azimuth velocity estimates for many of the targets appear to
be off by several meters per second. An examination of the estimated range
velocity versus sub-aperture for both the pickup and water truck across differ-
ent coherent processing intervals show a sinusoidal pattern of approximately
3Hz (Fig. 3.1). The period for both vehicles is different but appears to be
fairly consistent across coherent processing intervals and independent of vehi-
cle velocity. The observed periods correspond well to the expected resonant
frequency of modern motor vehicles (1-5Hz, [23]) which indicates that this
sinusoid may be the result of vehicle suspension system response to the road
surface. In many of these intervals the sinusoid introduces a clear bias in the
range acceleration estimate. It is possible that a more complex model of vehi-
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cle motion or tracking the vehicle across multiple coherent processing intervals
may improve the accuracy of range acceleration estimates. However, this vi-
bration is more than a potential source for estimation error. The resonant
frequency of a vehicle is dependent on the design of its suspension system, the
age and condition of its shocks, and the weight of its cargo [23, 52]. If the
resonant frequency can be measured accurately, this information may enable a
radar system to distinguish between two vehicles of the same type with identi-
cal radar scattering properties. Further investigation is needed to determine if
this periodic signal is due to vehicle vibration and if so, how that information
can be exploited. Additional testing of this method is proposed using vehicles
that are instrumented with strap down inertial measurement units. Having
complete motion information for targets would provide further verification of
this method, and allow for the extension of this work to additional forms of
motion such as vibration and rotation.
3.5 Conclusion
This chapter presented a novel method to focus, locate, and estimate
velocity for a moving target. The key insight of this technique is that the
errors in the estimates of range velocity induced azimuth shift are lowest near
the scene center. This method iteratively motion compensates, focuses, and
measures shift for a moving target. Because this method does not neglect
range acceleration, it is able to generate an estimate of azimuth velocity for real









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.3: An unfocused pickup truck moving at 2.2 m/s (5mi/h). The image
is displayed as the square root of magnitude.
here, relies upon the use of multiple phase centers to detect a target and


































Figure 3.4: A pickup truck moving at 2.2 m/s (5mi/h) focused with the MITRE

































Figure 3.5: A pickup truck moving at 2.2 m/s (5mi/h) focused and located






























Figure 3.6: An unfocused water truck moving at 2.2 m/s (5mi/h). The image




























Figure 3.7: A water truck moving at 2.2 m/s (5mi/h) focused with the MITRE

































Figure 3.8: A water truck moving at 2.2 m/s (5mi/h) focused and located






























Figure 3.9: An unfocused pickup truck moving at 8.9 m/s (20mi/h). The






























Figure 3.10: A pickup truck moving at 8.9 m/s (20mi/h) focused with the

































Figure 3.11: A pickup truck moving at 8.9 m/s (20mi/h) focused and located

































Figure 3.12: An unfocused water truck moving at 8.9 m/s (20mi/h). The































Figure 3.13: A water truck moving at 8.9 m/s (20mi/h) focused with the




































Figure 3.14: A water truck moving at 8.9 m/s (20mi/h) focused and located




Detection of a moving target using a single
phase center
The previous chapter presented a novel method to locate, focus, and
estimate velocity vectors for moving targets in a SAR scene. However, this
method assumes the presence of a radar system with multiple phase centers
(either monopulse or along-track interferometry). The information provided by
having multiple phase centers is used both to detect a target and to determine
angle of arrival information that can be used to locate the target in azimuth.
This chapter presents a method to detect an endo-clutter target with a single
phase center.
This detection method is an extension of a method first proposed by
Fienup [18] that detects targets through the quadratic and higher order phase
errors generated by target motion (in particular, azimuth velocity and range
acceleration). The method is made more robust through the application of the
MITRE keystone remapping technique prior to detection, and is extended to
handle detection of endo and exo-clutter targets as well as targets whose range
velocity has caused the target energy to alias. First, theoretical performance of
this detection technique is examined. The performance of the extended method
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is then compared to the original technique as proposed by Fienup. Finally, the
minimum detectable velocity for aliased and unaliased endo-clutter targets in
a variety of clutter levels is examined.
4.1 Background and Related Work
Traditionally, moving target indication (MTI) has been performed us-
ing radar systems with multiple phase centers. However, there are several
distinct advantages in being able to use a SAR-GMTI based system including
the ability to use existing sensors and simplified modes of operation. Tradi-
tional GMTI systems can only identify targets moving faster than the min-
imum detectable velocity. A combination SAR-GMTI system would be able
to overcome that limitation by having the ability to image targets that are
stationary or moving below the minimum detectable velocity. Ideally, a SAR-
GMTI approach would be able to work with a single phase SAR system. This
is both because many existing SAR systems contain only a single phase center
and the cost of developing and deploying a single phase center SAR system
is significantly reduced from the cost of a multi-channel system. In a single
phase center system there is no need to calibrate the returns from multiple
phase centers, and the ease of processing is likewise reduced.
Kirscht [26] proposes a technique that forms a sequence of images cen-
tered at different times along a SAR collection. In these images the SAR
ground clutter remains stationary, but the position of the moving targets
change. He detects this change, estimates the velocity of the moving targets,
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applies a correction, and then verifies that the detection was truly a moving
target.
Minardi et. al [29] describe a method which uses a concept called a
SAR-MTI detection cube. First, they refactor the standard SAR geometry so
that targets can be uniquely identified and focused by three parameters: the
range at the point of closest approach (Rpca), the time at the point of closest
approach (Tpca), and the magnitude of the relative velocity between the mover
and the sensor (vrelative). Images, which are slices of the SAR-MTI detection
cube, are then formed along fixed vrelative. This is similar to the formulation
described by Soumekh in several of his papers and books [40–42]. Targets
will be focused in the image with the correct vrelative and can be detected
by examining the various slides of the SAR-MTI detection cube. There are
several issues related to this approach. One large issue is that this technique
can not solve the issue typically described as the azimuth ambiguity problem
[28, 39]. That is, multiple targets can share a Tpca, Rpca, and vrelative triplet
- nothing in this approach prevents a collision. Furthermore, even if a target
has a unique triplet there is no means to determine its true velocity vector.
This approach also relies on the assumption that the target motion is linear. It
was shown in 2.4.3 that depending on geometry, a very small amount of non-
linear motion (range acceleration) can cause the equivalent blurring of a large
amount of linear motion (azimuth velocity). Finally, even if the assumption
of purely linear motion holds true, it is not readily apparent how the position
of an unfocused target in an uncompensated SAR image can be determined.
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This position is necessary to apply further processing such as the technique
developed in chapter 3.
Fienup [18] describes a method to identify moving targets in a SAR
scene based on the effects of azimuth velocity and range acceleration. His
technique works by segmenting the SAR system into a number of small patches.
He uses an autofocus technique - shear averaging - to correct for phase errors
in each small patch. He then compares the focused patch to the patch before
focusing through the use of a sharpness metric. The main limitation of this
approach is that it fails to identify targets whose motion is constrained to
linear range migration. Here I present an overview of his method, followed
by an extension that exploits the ability of the MITRE keystone technique to
compensate for linear range migration to improve the detection of targets with
arbitrary velocity vectors.
The detection method through focusing proposed by Fienup has several
distinct advantages. Unlike other detection techniques, the focusing method
does not perform a search over a large state space of possible velocities. Be-
cause the state space of possible target positions and velocities can become
very large many detection methods neglect the possibility of non-linear mo-
tion. However, non-linear motion (particularly range acceleration) actually
increases the performance of the focusing method because this non-linear mo-
tion causes phase errors that decrease sharpness. The focusing algorithm must
be capable of detecting and correcting for higher order phase errors. This ne-
cessitates the use of a modern autofocus technique (shear averaging or phase
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gradient autofocus) rather than an older autofocus technique such as map-drift
that assumes the error is quadratic [4, 6].
There are several limitations in the focusing technique as described by
Fienup. He does not address exo-clutter targets nor the application of the
focusing technique to targets that have aliased. The example data used in
his paper was 708 pulses collected over 0.472 seconds from the MIT Lincoln
Laboratory ADTS Ka-Band (33.56 GHz) SAR [21, 30]. Those specifications
yield a PRF of 1500Hz and a wavelength λ = 8.9mm. This means that the
minimum aliasing velocity Valias = 3.35 m/s (7.5 mi/h) (2.20). A target at the
scene center with a range component of velocity greater than valias will alias
and be undetectable. The other limitation is that most autofocus techniques
are designed to handle phase errors that are constrained to a single range bin.
Azimuth velocity or range acceleration cause range walk which spreads the
target energy in multiple range bins and can interfere with proper autofocus
behavior 2.5. Finally, Fienup does not attempt to locate a target in a patch
once the patch has been flagged as containing a target.
4.2 Proposed method
Fienup forms a SAR image by simply performing an azimuth Fourier
transform on range-compressed pulses. This is a good approximation for a
matched filter near the scene center, depending on the type of motion com-
pensation that has been applied to the data, but the image will be increasingly
smeared as the distance from the center increases. The amount of smearing
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caused by a simple Fourier transform versus performing polar formatting will
depend on specifics of the SAR collection parameters, and is perfectly accept-
able in some cases (as shown by the results obtained by Fienup). Jakowatz






where ρx and ρy are the azimuth and range resolutions of the scene, respec-
tively. In cases where this patch size limit is exceeded the technique can be
applied to data processed with a more sophisticated technique such as polar
re-formatting. However, I instead propose the use of the MITRE keystone
technique. The MITRE keystone technique, in addition to correcting for lin-
ear range migration, also removes the effects of range walk caused by range
acceleration and azimuth velocity (Section 2.5). In addition, it is possible to
focus aliased targets with the keystone method through the use of a fold factor
[18].
Furthermore, I propose using an increased PRF and the use of thresh-
olding to detect exo-clutter targets while simultaneously using focusing of
MITRE keystone formatted patches to detect endo-clutter targets. The key-
stone technique is performed with multiple fold factors to handle targets with
a range velocity greater than Valias. The position of targets that are detected
in exo-clutter is determined with a center of mass calculation on image inten-
sity. For unaliased targets in endo-clutter I take advantage of the high PRF
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and form a multi-look image to drive down clutter before attempting to lo-
cate the target using a center of mass calculation. Once the correction factor
has been applied to a target that had previously been aliased, the clutter is
instead aliased and smeared out. This provides an advantage to detection of
the target position.
The SAR image is first segmented in a set of patches. Each patch is
processed with auto-focus to attempt to focus any potential moving targets in
the image. The sharpness of the patch pre and post-autofocus is compared to
determine if the sharpness of the patch has increased after this focus attempt.
Fienup used an autofocus technique (shear averaging [17]) to correct for mo-
tion induced errors. The simulation performed here uses a similar autofocus
technique known as phase gradient autofocus [49]. For an optimal increase in
sharpness, the patch size should just encompass the moving target. As the
moving target will primarily be smeared in azimuth, the patch size in range
should be just larger than the anticipated size of the focused target. However,
the number of range lines should be sufficient to allow proper operation of
the autofocus algorithm. The optimal azimuth patch size will be dependent
on the azimuth velocity of the moving target. Here I use a patch size of 16
pixels in range by 128 pixels in azimuth. Special care must be taken to handle
targets that are smeared across multiple patches and targets that are located
at or near the edge of patches. As discussed in Fienup [18] the SAR scene can
be processed multiple times with varying azimuth patch lengths or patches
that overlap in azimuth to increase the likelihood of detection. There is also a
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possibility of false alarms from objects that have phase responses that appear
similar to a smeared moving target. If the energy in the patch is dominated by
an object that is constrained in range but spread out in azimuth the autofocus
algorithm may erroneously collapse the energy from that object to a single
azimuth pixel. The return from a curb near the side of a road, railroad tracks,
or the edge of a building are all targets that may cause false alarms if oriented
appropriately.
4.2.1 Sharpness Metrics
Fienup [18] defines two sharpness metrics. The first metric used to
estimate the magnitude of the phase-error is its standard deviation which he
defines as:











Where σ(m) is the phase-error estimate for the image patch for the mth az-
imuth sample after subtracting the linear component of the phase-error es-
timate. He also defines a sharpness ratio based on the first of the Muller-
Buffington image-sharpness metrics (S1) [31] which is given as:
S1 =
∫
I2 (x, y) dxdy (4.3)
where I(x,y) is the image irradiance and x,y are coordinates in the image
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4 (4.5)
where Iuncorrected is the complex image before phase-error correction and Icorrected
is the complex image afterwords. Fienup [18] found experimentally that a f4
sharpness metric of greater than 2 was a reliable indication of a moving target.
This f4 threshold was also observed in these simulated results.
4.3 Simulation
Spotlight mode synthetic radar data was generated based on the pa-
rameters suggested in Jakowatz [47]. These parameters represent an X-band
radar system (10GHz) with range and azimuth resolutions of approximately
0.375m. The pulse repetition frequency was modified from the suggested 163.5
Hz to 1000Hz to provide an exo-clutter region for the detection of moving tar-
gets (Table 4.1). Zero mean gaussian clutter, band-limited to the endo-clutter
region, was applied to the simulated targets.
4.3.1 Performance improvement of the modified technique
A monte carlo simulation of 500 point targets with random initial posi-
tions and range and azimuth velocities was performed. The focusing technique
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Table 4.1: Radar parameters: synthetic data
Phase center velocity 500 m/s
Phase center elevation 15000 m
Slant plane squint angle -1.17 to 1.17 deg.
Depression angle 30 deg.
Radar center frequency 10 GHz
Radar BW 401.50 MHz
Linear FM chirp rate 1.0× 1012 Hz/s
PRF 1000 Hz
Sample rate 1 GHz
Range 30000 m
Flight distance 1225.1 m
Number of pulses 2450
Number of samples per pulse 400
was applied using both polar formatting and the keystone technique. The ini-
tial positions and range velocities were selected to avoid target aliasing. The
target positions were selected from -20 to 20m in range and -70m to 70m in
azimuth. The range velocities were selected between -5 m/s and 5 m/s, and
the target azimuth positions were selected from between 0.5m/s and 20m/s.
The targets were detectable by both techniques in all cases. The new tech-
nique showed a modest average improvement in the f4 metric of 5.2% over the
method as proposed by Fienup.
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4.3.2 Minimum detectable azimuth velocity
Azimuth velocity induced quadratic phase error results in the target
energy being spread roughly equally over 2vaτρa where ρa is the azimuth reso-
lution of the focused scene (Section 2.4.2). The optimum increase in sharpness
will be equal to the number of pixels over which the energy is spread. This





where T is the threshold used to indicate a mover. With a reasonable value of
T = 2 the minimum detectable azimuth velocity for this simulated data should
be 0.1513 m/s. However, this minimum detectable velocity will be increased
by the presence of noise.
Point targets were simulated moving in azimuth from -30 to 30 m/s
(-67 to 67mi/h) in 0.5 m/s increments and from -5 to 5 m/s (-11.2 to 11.2
mi/h) in 0.1 m/s increments to determine a more reasonable minimum velocity.
These targets were placed over uniform clutter with target/background ratios
of 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 2, and 10 (-26, -20, -6, 6, and 20dB respectively). With
the parameters used for this simulation a perfectly focused point target would
receive an increase a final signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR) of approximately 52dB
greater than the initial target/background ratio due to the gain from SAR
processing. Targets were simulated with no range velocity and with range
velocities of 17m/s and 35m/s (aliased completely into the endo-clutter region
once and twice respectively).
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The induced quadratic phase increases as the azimuth velocity in-
creases. This means that the number of pixels over which the target energy is
spread out also increases. If the focusing algorithm works perfectly all this en-
ergy will be put into a single pixel after the phase correction is applied. Thus,
in the absence of clutter, a higher velocity will cause a higher f4 sharpness
metric. However, as the quadratic phase increases the initial target to clutter
ratio before focusing decreases. The clutter will then contribute more to the
phase-error estimate generated by the auto-focus routine. When these two
effects are combined the f4 ratio should initially increase as azimuth velocity
increases, but will start to decrease as the target energy becomes more spread
out and is overcome by the clutter power.
The minimum detectable velocity for the unaliased target was 0.3 m/s
with all SCR levels (Fig. 4.2). However, as the velocity increased above 5 m/s
for a -26dB SCR and 15 m/s for a -20dB SCR the target was not constantly
detected. The target was constantly detected for all other SCR at any azimuth
velocity greater than 0.3 m/s.
The performance of the algorithm was slightly degraded when the target
was aliased completely once. A slightly higher minimum velocity of 0.6 m/s
was required for reliable detection (Fig. 4.4). The target was not constantly
detected with -26dB SCR. The target was not consistently detected above 18
m/s with a -20dB SCR (Fig 4.5). The target was again constantly detected
for all other SCR at any azimuth velocity greater than 0.6 m/s.
The twice aliased target required a substantially higher minimum az-
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imuth velocity to be reliably detected of approximately 3 m/s (Fig. 4.6).
The targets with -26 and -20dB SCR levels were not reliably detected (Fig.
4.7). The target was consistently detected for all other SCR with an azimuth
































Figure 4.2: The f4 sharpness metric for an unalised point target at the scene
center with various simulated clutter levels versus azimuth velocity (-5 m/s to
5 m/s).
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Figure 4.3: The f4 sharpness metric for an unalised point target at the scene































Figure 4.4: The f4 sharpness metric for an aliased point target at the scene
center with various simulated clutter levels versus azimuth velocity (-5 m/s to
5 m/s).
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Figure 4.5: The f4 sharpness metric for an aliased point target at the scene

































Figure 4.6: The f4 sharpness metric for a twice aliased point target at the
scene center with various simulated clutter levels versus azimuth velocity (-5
m/s to 5 m/s).
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Figure 4.7: The f4 sharpness metric for a twice aliased point target at the
scene center with various simulated clutter levels versus azimuth velocity (-30
m/s to 30 m/s).
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4.3.3 Multiple target detection example
A simulated SAR scene with multiple point targets was generated to
fully demonstrate the application of this detection technique. The scene con-
sists of three endo-clutter targets and one exo-clutter target (Fig. 4.8). The
target velocities were selected so that the endo-clutter targets would be una-
liased, aliased once, and aliased twice respectively. The exo-clutter target is
not aliased. Another way to consider these aliased targets are as targets that
would be exo-clutter targets if the PRF of the scene was sufficiently high. Im-
ages of the full SAR scene (Fig. 4.9,4.12,4.15,4.18, and 4.21) and endo-clutter
only portions of the SAR scene (Fig. 4.10,4.13,4.16,4.19, and 4.22) were gen-
erated with MITRE keystone remapping applied with a fold factor of -2, -1,
0, 1, and 2 (to correct for targets that had aliased). Detection results were
also generated for all five cases (Fig. 4.11,4.14,4.17,4.20, and 4.23). All four
targets were successfully detected and image patches showing the target were
created (Fig. 4.24,4.25,4.26, and 4.27). The fourth target was detected using
amplitude threshold as the target was located in the exo-clutter region (Fig.
4.27). The clutter level was set to provide a signal to clutter level of -23dB
for a single point target (29dB signal to noise ratio for a fully focused point
target). However, the aliased targets also contributed to the noise levels of
other targets.
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Figure 4.8: This diagram shows the position and velocities for point targets
used in the multiple target detection simulation. Targets 1–3 are endo-clutter
targets, while the parameters for target 4 were selected to cause the target



















































































Figure 4.10: The endo-clutter SAR scene focused the MITRE keystone method
using a fold factor of -2. The image is displayed as the square root of magni-
tude.




















































































Figure 4.13: The endo-clutter SAR scene focused the MITRE keystone method
using a fold factor of -1. The image is displayed as the square root of magni-
tude.








































































Figure 4.16: The endo-clutter SAR scene focused the MITRE keystone
method. The image is displayed as the square root of magnitude.



















































































Figure 4.19: The endo-clutter SAR scene focused the MITRE keystone method
using a fold factor of 1. The image is displayed as the square root of magnitude.



















































































Figure 4.22: The endo-clutter SAR scene focused the MITRE keystone method
using a fold factor of 2. The image is displayed as the square root of magnitude.
Figure 4.23: Detection results for endo-clutter targets using a fold factor of 2.
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Figure 4.24: A detected moving target (target 1) located 40m in range from
the scene center moving 1 m/s in azimuth.
Figure 4.25: A detected moving target (target 2) located 20m in range from
the scene center moving at -17 m/s in range and -2 m/s in azimuth.
Figure 4.26: A detected moving target (target 3) located -20m in range from
the scene center moving at 35 m/s in range and 4 m/s in azimuth.
Figure 4.27: A detected moving target (target 4) located -40m in range from
the scene center moving at 5 m/s in range and 1 m/s in azimuth.
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4.4 Conclusion
This chapter demonstrated a technique to locate targets using a single
phase center antenna. This technique does not rely on searching through a
large state space of possible target velocities. This technique is more robust
than those relying simply on estimated phase-errors as the f4 sharpness met-
ric used measures increased sharpness. As demonstrated here, this modified
focusing technique can handle both endo and exo-clutter targets including
those that have aliased. In combination with this detection method, the only
additional information needed to perform the novel technique for locating, fo-
cusing, and estimating velocity for a moving target discussed in chapter 3 is
the true azimuth position of a moving target. The next chapter will discuss
using a priori knowledge of the radar scene to determine the true azimuth
position of the target.
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Chapter 5
Knowledge-based focusing of a moving target
The previous chapter presented a method to detect a moving target in
a SAR scene generated from a single phase center. A target detected with
this method can still not be processed with the method developed in chapter
3 as that method also requires information about the true azimuth location of
the target. It is generally believed that information about the true azimuth
location of the target cannot be determined for a moving target in a SAR
image using a single phase center. Barbarossa refers to this as the azimuth
position uncertainty problem [1] whereas Soumekh refers to this ambiguity as
the blind angle [39, 41]. Dias and Marques claim to be able to solve the azimuth
position uncertainty problem, at least for stripmap SAR, through knowledge
of the antenna radiation pattern [12]. It appears that their technique is an
attempt to perform monopulse processing with a single phase center. It is
unclear to this author how their proposed technique would perform on real
data, but in any event does not appear to be readily extendable to spotlight
mode data.
This chapter reviews sources of a priori knowledge about the SAR
scene that can be used to solve for the true azimuth position of a moving
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target. The primary method covered is the use of road knowledge to locate
a target. However, given a priori information about the nature of a target,
micro-Doppler and target orientation in a semi-focused target may also be used
to locate a target. The azimuth position uncertainty problem can be thought
of as an inability to determine the true azimuth position of a target, but it
is equally valid to consider the problem as an inability to determine the true
range velocity of the target. This is because the position of the target energy
in a scene is dependent on both true azimuth position and range velocity. Once
either parameter is determined the other can be calculated as well.
5.1 Geometric dilution of precision
Geometric dilution of precision (GDOP) is a term typically seen in
discussions on global positioning satellite (GPS) systems. In GPS systems
GDOP is a quantity that is calculated to characterizes the uncertainty caused
by a specific satellite geometry [55]. Here I abuse notation slightly by using
GDOP to refer to the general description of how the position uncertainty of
a target that is being located with multiple ranging sensors depends not only
on the accuracy of the sensors but also on their geometry. If the sensors are
orthogonal there is a low position uncertainty, but as they move further away
from being orthogonal the uncertainty increases (Fig. 5.1).
The concept of GDOP comes into play for SAR imaging when consider-
ing the possible squint angles used in a collection. The allowable squint angles
for specific radar system are typically known as the field of regard. These ac-
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ceptable squint angles are typically between 45◦ and 135◦ (or −45◦ and −135◦)
for SAR imaging modes (Fig. 5.2). For GMTI modes, determining the precise
azimuth position of a target is often not as important as the ability to detect
the target. If the antenna phase center is oriented along the flight path of the
aircraft straight ahead (0◦), or behind (180◦) the Doppler frequency response
for the clutter (the endo-clutter region of the range-Doppler map) will collapse
approximately to the vertical axis. In practice, there will be a slight slope to
the expected clutter line as the grating angle for far targets is shallower than
that of near targets and thus the rate of approach is greater for far targets.
The range-Doppler map can be normalized with respect to grating angle to
make the expected clutter line vertical. The properties of GMTI clutter has
been covered by Doerry at length ([13, 14]). Any deviation from the expected
clutter line will be a result of target motion. This is one method of solving
the azimuth position uncertainty problem, but at the expense of removing the
ability to simultaneously form a SAR image. However, by tracking a target
across several coherent processing intervals it is possible to detect a target at
a squint angle that orients the antenna phase center along the flight path and
determine its range velocity before changing the squint angle to one more con-
ducive for SAR imaging - assuming the target maintains approximate course
and speed.
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Figure 5.1: The position uncertainty of a target being positioned with two
sensors depends not only on the error of the sensors but also on the geometry.
If two ranging sensors are orthogonal there is a low position uncertainty, but
as they move further away from being orthogonal the uncertainty increases.
Here an example of this effect is seen which is known as geometric dilution of
precision.
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Figure 5.2: This figure shows typical lines of constant range and constant
Doppler from a antenna phase center mounted on an aircraft. The lines of
constant range and constant Doppler are orthogonal at at squint angle of 90◦
(broadside), but parallel at 0◦.
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Figure 5.3: Typical fields of regard for SAR imaging and GTMI modes on an
aircraft mounted SAR sensor. While GMTI modes can be operated at any
squint angle, SAR operation typically requires a squint angle between 45◦ and
135◦
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5.2 Knowledge of road systems
One way to break the azimuth ambiguity problem is through knowl-
edge of road systems in the scene of interest. There are several commercially
available databases of road location from companies specializing in geographic
information systems data. These include NAVTEQ and Tele Atlas. Road
data from these system are typically stored as vectors positioned along the
centerline of the road position. The ability to register the SAR scene with the
road database will also add an error source. It is possible to register the SAR
scene to within several meters.
The knowledge that the moving target is on a road can be used to focus
a target. However, this does require an assumption that the moving target is
actually on a road and that the road is in a database that is accessible by
the radar system. Further assumptions can be made based on knowledge of
the specific road system and local traffic patterns. For instance, traffic on a
two lane highway in the United States is very likely to be traveling along the
center of the right lane. For the purposes of this example it is assumed that
the vehicle is on the road assumptions are not made about the specific location
on the road. A typical highway traffic lane in the United States is 3.7m wide
[20]. This means that given the knowledge that a vehicle is driving on a two
lane road the probability density function of target position in the dimension
orthogonal to the road is a uniform distribution 7.4m wide (Fig. 5.5 and 5.6).
Knowledge that the target is on the road does not help place the target along
the length of the road. The ambiguity function of a SAR radar system will
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depend on the chirp, but a typical PDF of a moving target position given its
detection in a SAR scene is a gaussian distribution in range extending the
entire length of the scene in azimuth (Fig. 5.4).
The ability to use road knowledge to determine target position depends
on the aspect angle of the road and the flight path. If the road and the radar
flight patch are orthogonal then the position uncertainty of the target will be
low (Fig. 5.7). However, as the road orientation moves further away from
becoming orthogonal with the flight path there is a problem with GDOP and
the position uncertainty of the target increases (Fig. 5.8).
Figure 5.4: Probability density function of a moving target with a single radar
phase center - azimuth position is unknown as the target range velocity has
caused a shift in the azimuth position of the target energy.
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Figure 5.5: An example of a probability density function from a road posi-
tioned along azimuth. This road is known as example road one. The probabil-
ity is characterized by a uniform distribution as the target center is assumed
to be anywhere within two lanes of traffic.
5.3 Target knowledge
If a moving target has well defined micro-Doppler this can be used
in the focusing process. Micro-Doppler can be observed in partially focused
moving targets. One method of obtaining micro-Doppler to aid in focusing
is the application of the MITRE keystone method to a target followed by an
autofocus technique. Micro-Doppler caused by wheel rotation is dependent
on vehicle velocity. The SAR images of the pickup truck formed from the
simulated Ka-Band SAR data show this clearly. The separation of the points
on the two sets of micro-Doppler varies as expected with the velocity of truck
(Fig 5.9).
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Figure 5.6: An example of a probability density function from a road that
runs at thirty degrees from the flight path of the radar. This road is known as
example road two. The probability is characterized by a uniform distribution
as the target center is assumed to be anywhere within two lanes of traffic.
For vehicles where the micro-Doppler response is well known it should
be possible to infer other information about the target from its micro-Doppler.
The two sets of micro-Doppler from the pickup truck seem to be caused by
wheel rotation. It appears that the separation of the two sets of micro-Doppler
thus corresponds to the range component of the wheel base in the slant plane
(Fig. 5.10). If the length of the wheel base is known this is sufficient informa-
tion to determine the target orientation. In addition, the orientation of points
on the two sets of micro-Doppler seems to correspond to the orientation of the
vehicle (Fig. 5.10).
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Figure 5.7: A probability density function of the position of a moving target
obtained by direct sensing with a radar with a priori knowledge that the target
is on the example road one.
5.4 A fully processed target
Here a point target is processed using knowledge that the target was
traveling along a road whose centerline runs 20m away from the scene center
in azimuth (Fig. 5.7). The target was simulated with motion parameters that
would correspond to a target moving along this road: -1 m/s (2.2 mi/h) of
azimuth velocity, 17 m/s (38 mi/h) of range velocity, and -0.05 m/s2 (403
mi/h2) of range acceleration. The target was placed 24m in azimuth from the
scene center. The signal to clutter ratio for the entire scene is -20dB. The
target was processed with the assumption that its azimuth position was 20m
from the scene center. The 4m of position error combines several meters of
registration error with a reasonable amount of uncertainty in vehicle placement
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Figure 5.8: A probability density function of the position of a moving target
obtained by direct sensing with a radar with a priori knowledge that the target
is on the example road two.
on the road. This range velocity was sufficient to alias the target completely
back into the endo-clutter region of the scene. The target energy is spread
out in the unfocused scene to the extent that the target is not visible over
the clutter (Fig. 5.11 and 5.12). However, the detection algorithm easily
identifies the target (Fig. 5.13 and 5.14). The focusing algorithm determines
the azimuth velocity of the moving target to be -1.473 m/s, the range velocity
of the target to be 17.03 m/s, and the range acceleration to be -0.033 m/s2.









































































































































This chapter reviewed using a priori knowledge about a SAR scene
to aid in focusing. The primary focus was in using knowledge to solve the
azimuth position uncertainty problem. However, knowledge about the target
can also be used to aid in focusing through determining the orientation of the
target. Micro-doppler was shown to be useful in providing information about
target velocity and orientation, but to fully exploit the information contained
in micro-Doppler requires knowledge of the target (wheel diameter, wheelbase
length, etc). The shadow of a moving target can also be used to determine the
true azimuth position of the target. This was not demonstrated here due to
a lack of data - the SAR simulator used does simulate shadowing. The next





























































































Figure 5.12: The endo-clutter region of the polar formatted SAR scene. The
moving target is aliased and not visible above the clutter. The image is dis-
played as the square root of magnitude.
Figure 5.13: Detection results showing the detected endo-clutter target.
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Figure 5.14: A detected moving target located 24m in range from the scene






























































































Figure 5.16: The endo-clutter region of the polar formatted SAR scene. The
moving target is focused, however the clutter is now aliased. The image is
displayed as the square root of magnitude.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Future Work
This thesis first developed a mathematical model for motion induced
errors in SAR images. Next, a novel method of processing moving targets in
a SAR scene was presented, but was dependent on the use of multiple phase
centers to detect and locate a moving target. A method to detect moving
phase targets in a SAR image formed with data from a single phase center
was presented. Finally, the use of knowledge about the scene or target to aid
in target focusing was discussed.
There is a great deal more work that can be done to process moving
targets in a single phase center. With multiple phase center systems clutter
can be canceled using displaced phase center antenna or space time adaptive
processing. While the same level of cancellation cannot be performed with
data from a single phase center, it should be possible to provide some level of
clutter cancellation. One possible method would be to use linear predictive
coding to whiten the clutter.
The development of this method benefited greatly from access to good
data. In the literature many techniques are demonstrated using synthetic data.
There are a number of papers where moving targets are synthesized from sta-
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tionary MSTAR targets and then embedded onto real SAR scenes. In some
cases the SAR scenes are reconstructed from magnitude images with synthe-
sized phase. While this is a testament to the resourcefulness of researchers, it is
far from ideal. It is possible that the method described in chapter 3 could have
been developed fully without access to data from the experimental Ka-band
system, but having access to that data certainly helped. Further application
and refinement of this technique on other real data sources will certainly be
beneficial. A future experiment is being planned with high resolution strap
down inertial measurement systems being placed on the moving targets.
Ideally, more forms of motion error should be considered. Target are not
rigid bodies. Realistic targets flex and are composed of parts (suspensions and
wheels among others) that may move independently. The presence of micro-
Doppler in our focused images underscores this issue. For longer integration
times, motion error induced by target rotation will become problematic. The
real experimental Ka-band data used in this thesis was collected with the
express purpose of developing algorithms to track and focus moving targets,
and the duration of the coherent processing interval used was approximately
1.25 s. This is not out of line with other SAR-GMTI research - Fienup used
example data covering just 0.472 seconds [18] - but testing on collections with
longer integration times may prove useful in extending the technique.
One of the most exciting findings from this work is the quality of the
micro-Doppler returns on the focused Ka-band targets. It would be interesting
to see how micro-Doppler returns from various ground vehicles differ, and if
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there are any characteristics of micro-Doppler that remain constant across
vehicle types.
In chapter 3 the periodic variation in vehicle acceleration was reviewed
and it was stated that this may be caused by the resonant frequency of the
ground vehicle. It is hoped that this can be substantiated with further research
using vehicles with strap down inertial measurements systems. The ability to
remotely measure the resonant frequency of a ground vehicle would be very





Return from a Point Target
SAR phase history data is composed of the summed returns from many
individual scatterers. A SAR resolution cell will be composed of many elemen-
tal scatterers that each contribute to the final intensity and phase values for a
pixel. Similarly, a SAR target will be composed of many elemental scatterers
that contribute to its RF return. Here the return from a single point target
scatterer is reviewed.
Transmitted Pulse High resolution in range requires large signal band-
width. In SAR systems this is typically achieved through the use of a chirped
pulse, and this is the case considered here. The radar transmits a linear-FM
modulated chirped pulse defined as
w (t) = Π (t) exp(jΦ (t)) (A.1)
where Π (t) is the rectangular function







0, if |t/T | > 1/2
1, if |t/T | ≤ 1/2
(A.2)
And phase Φ (t)
Φ (t) = ω0t +
1
2
γt2 + φ (A.3)
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Received Pulse The radar return received by the radar is a scaled copy of
the transmitted chirped pulse time shifted by the round trip time from the
transmitter to the target and back to the receiver. In many SAR systems the
transmitter and receiver are collocated. Thus, the time delay is given by 2r/c
where r is the range to the target from the phase center of the antenna and c
is the speed of light.
However, to ensure that all derivations are appropriate for situations
where the transmitter and receiver are not collocated, here d is used to repre-
sent the round trip distance, and d/c to represent the round trip time delay.




































































































Motion Compensation to a Point For polar format processing of spot-
light mode radar data, the data is often deramped by demodulating the re-
ceived signal with a reference function based on the return from the scene
center point. The phase of this deramped signal is then the original return
minus the phase component from the scene center
































































where d0 is the round trip distance to the scene center. When the transmitter
and receiver are collocated d = 2r and the deramped phase is:









(r − r0) +
4α
c2
(r − r0)2 (A.8)
Approximation of Motion Compensated Phase Return By letting
∆d = d − d0 and defining the wavenumber k = 2ω/c (A.7) can be refactored
conveniently as:
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[4d0 + ∆d] ∆d︸ ︷︷ ︸
Residual Phase Term
(A.9)
As c2  α the residual phase term can be dropped. Similarly, ∆r =
r − r0 can be defined to refactor (A.8) as:
Φderamp (t) = −2k∆r +
4α
c2
[2r0 + ∆r] ∆r︸ ︷︷ ︸
Residual Phase Term
(A.10)
Two dimensional returns Target and platform motion over the course of
the aperture, and thus between pulses, is significant. Thus the the position of a
moving target and phase centers of the antennas vary with slow time τ . This
relative motion is critical to the SAR process as it provides fine resolution
in azimuth. However, the unknown motion of the target and any error in
positioning information of the antenna phase center also causes errors in the
final formed image. The target’s 2D phase history is given as:
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